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The initial point made by Mr L. Smith in presenting his 
paper was that the planning aid outlined in the preprint was 
neither sophisticated nor complicated. However, it was a 
system which worked and was a very real way in which the 
computer was being used to assist miners, in particular, who 
at the present moment have very little experience in the use 
of computers. 

Mr Smith apologised for the fact that the editors of the 
paper had eliminated all reference to 'time'. Tins was very 
unfortunate because the essence of the system was that it 
saved time, wInch was one of the main points made in the 
paper. 

The operations being planned by this means cover the 
Rokana orebody which is a stratifonn body mined by open 
stoping. 

The planner has to decide how much ore to mine from each 
base in each time period of his plan, that is, from three to 
four months hence to a year ahead. Normal procedure is for 
the planner to have discussions with the underground manager 
on some of the information he requircs. The sort of 
information needed is (i) tramming limits for each face, 
(ii) extraction and grade factors, (iii) the present status of 
mining operations so that the planner knows where to start 
the new plan, and, (iv) details of any other mining consider
ations that need to be incorporated in the plan, 

The objective at this point is to produce an initial plan for 
discussion purposes, All the information required comes from 
one sheet per stope and shows, inter alia, the stope identifier, 
the length along strike, the ore tonnage, the copper and 
cobalt grades and, finally, the extraction and grade factors. 

The program itself, among many other things, checks the 
data for validity, compatibility, completeness and credibility 
and prints error messages accordingly. Output from this 
system is in the form of a summary of production from each 
face, as well as giving the figures of ore reserve depletion. 
This summary indicates which stopes are to be mined in this 
time period, the original survey grades (copper and cobalt), 
the estimated production grades, how much is to be mined 
from each stope and the copper and cobalt production 
accordingly. 

Mr Smith again made reference to time-saving, and noted 
that with the present computer turn-around once per night 
the system does not drastically shorten the elapsed time to 
produce a plan. However, it does allow the planner to carry 
on with other jobs at the same time, which he could not do 
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if he were calculating his plan manually. A final point made 
by the author which has been borne out in practice is that the 
person who is most keen on this system is one who actually 
uses it, and not the one who planned it. 

Mr Eric Fletcher congratulated the authors on their paper, 
and added that the South African gold mines were confronted 
with the same type of forecasting problems as Rokana, 
nanlely, the tedious calculations. 

He thought it was reasonable to assume that mine manage
ment accepted computerization. However, in the commercial 
field of computer bureaux onc comes to appreciate a serious 
difficulty, namely, the problem of data capture. For some 
reason the problems of data capture always seemed to be 
glossed over. As soon as management realised what this 
involved they tended to become rather anti.<XJmputer. 

If one considered in the case of a South Mrican gold mine 
the initial orebody definition necessary for, say, a five-year 
forecast, this may constitute many thousands of sample 
stretches and many hundreds of irregular ore blocks that must 
be defined by some geographical means. Onc now has the 
situation of removing the hours of tedious calculation only 
to replace them by even greater tedium and more hours of 
filling in thousands of pre-formatted data forms. 

At LEO Computer Bureau tlns was overcome by utilizing 
the current mine sample sheets and programming the input 
formats to match these sheets. Punching was then done from 
the mine sample sheets using formatted punch machine drum 
cards. They also looked at the viability of using such 
electronic aids as 'Calcomp's Digitilizer', primarily for getting 
the geographical position of blocks. 

Bearing these things in mind and going back to Mr Lane's 
keynote address, Mr Fletcher thought it would be of great 
value if at future symposia one could hear more of the methods 
and ideas for overcoming such input/output problems, rather 
than glossing them over and perhaps even hiding them from 
management. 

Mr Smith replied briefly that in their case data capturing 
was not quite such a serious problem. Their system required 
such a little extra information over what was needed for a 
manual system, and in fact the majority of this information 
was collected for purposes of ore reserve calculation. The 
point made by Mr Fletcher was taken though. 

Mr A. Weiss then made a short contribution which had 
been prepared by Mr R, K. Davy, a senior systems analyst 
in Kennecott Copper Company's Computer Centre. 
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Mr Davy thought that the program appeared to satisfy its 
ini tial objectives of reducing the clerical efforts associated 
with the manual preparation, both for the initial and the 
amended schedules and that it permitted the engineer to 
evaluate more alternatives in the same time frame as the 
manual prepanltion of a manual schedule. Tt is this last point, 
as well as the revisions of schedules, that should make this 
technique a useful tool for mine planning personneL 

He felt this technique could perhaps be expanded to account 
for additional dctails regarding IIctual mining practi l'CS by 
simulating the mine's transportation network and incor
porating these results with the linear programming phase. 
In addition, the capability could be enhanced when the 
program is linked directly to the computer ore reserve system. 

Mr Smith replied that they would like to link this to a 
computer ore reserve system. 11 was an obvious thing to do. 
However, they did not have such a system to which to link. it. 
In so far as the transportation network was concerned he 
thought this was perhaps irrelevant now, as the difficult ies 
in plaWlrng are not particularly in transporta tion, but rather 
in terms of thickness of orebody, folding, gTound L'onditions, 
etc. 

Professor Mousset-Jones, in presenting his paper, divided 
his introduction and discussion into two parts, namely, 
(i) the rat ionale behind the program, and some tboughts and 
observntions fro m experience at mines other thau those on 
this continent, and (H) the program itself. 

Professor Jone.~ mentioned that both he and his co-author 
had a good background at the production level., which 
belped in the conception of a working system for a production 
manager. He went on to say that he felt that Mr John Wilson 
of Angio American had made ou excellent comment in his 
contribution to the discussion in the R ock and Ventilation 
Control session when he emphasized the importance of 
production, grade, tOtUlage aod cost. Many papers had been 
heard describing ore reserve estimation, project design, mine 
planning, etc. He felt that all of these were based OD 

guesstimates, even though they may be highly sophisticll ted 
ones. 

It is the production line management together with assistance 
and cooperation from technical staff personnel who have 
the final say as to whether an operation makes money or does 
not: it is they who must adjust to and solve the many random 
problenls which arise in their mining operation, all of which 
no simulation or optimal p it plrtn could ever consider. 

Production sched uling by computer appeared to be nOI 
widely used, and it wO\lld seem that computer.orientated staff 
have avoided direct contact with production personnel. It was 
felt (his was due to a somewhat sceptic-oi l attitude, perb:l.ps 
brought about because so many minc foremen have had 
inflicted on them ill-conceived, poorly planned and executed 
reporting systems generated through a computer. 

The objective of the papec was to describe an infonnation 
system which has been designed specifically for use by a 
shift boss or mine foreman of an underground mme to help 
him in his day-to-dRY tasks. In order to avoid thc very real 
problem of creating more paperwork than there was 
previously, the system aUempts to incorporate the present 
infonnation-8athering system, or, to tbe extent tha t this is 
changcd, to endeavour to end utJ with more efficient recording 
of the data for the line supervisor. It should be made clear 
that the system is only a working tool for the line supervisor. 
It does not negatc his responsibility. The intention is to 
provide a tool which will help and make the job easier and 
give him more time to spend ou supervising the problem 
areas. 

With these points in mind the authors designed a production 
scheduling program as described iD the paper. 
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An example slide used showed a typical layout for a cui 
and fi ll stope, a nd showed all of the possible ways that 'cuts' 
can be numbered. This variable, along with many others can 
be fed differently for cach stope in the mine and for each cut 
in the stope. Thus different mining methods in differcn! parts 
can all be forecast during the same scheduling of the run. 

The 'cut' is the key definition behind the program. The 
program is divided into three sub-routines, namely, calendar, 
status, and forecast. 

Cu/endar geocrates a forty.day period from any day of the 
year and will ioclude Saturdays, Sundays and holidays of 
different types. 

Sratus prepares an output of the current status of the 
stapes after being updated by the input of the end-of-shift 
infomrntion. This is utilized by sub-routine 'forecast' . 
Figures 2 and 4 in the paper show examples of these two 
types of information. 

Forecast takes the standard engineering data and the cut 
dimellSioll of the stope and in effect simulates the mining oftbe 
stopes for a forty·day period. Figure I in tbc paper gives an 
example of the 'total' output. 

The uses to which the progrrun and its results can be put are 
(i) utiliring y"""lAy', pwduction dot • • fo, ",,"p], in 

carrying ou t a ' fill ' program, 
(ii) creating a future schedule for short range planning or 

long rango planning, for example a mn of successive 
forty-day periods, and 

(iii) production foremen can see whether tlll:ro is anything 
amiss with tons, grade or total flU required 0 0 aoy 
given day; foremen are then in a position to do some
thing about the situation. 

The author felt very su·oogly about this man-machine 
intcraction, and that the foreman can nod should internct 
witb the systems designer al all times. The foreman knows, 
for example, what stopes caD. and cannot be adjusted, he 
knows what type of changes can and cannot be made. 

A contribntion prepared by Mr A. Lockbead, a senior 
systems analyst in Kennecou Company's Computer Centre 
was presented by Mr A. Weiss. 

Mr Lockhead felt ihat the technique presented should 
permit engineering and operating personnel to review the 
status of present and forecasted schedules. The fact that an 
a ttempt has been made to minimize data preparation is 
significant. As it presently exists tbis technique allows the 
engineer to input and test alternatives which usually establishes 
greater confLdence in any computer technique. 

He suggested that this technique could also be utilized as a 
portion of a more extens ive computer-based system. For 
example, the values, charac[~ristics and location of each 
stope could be stored in a file and assessed through this 
system. In addition . this technique could actually be dove
tailed with another program which would simulate too overall 
mine haulage, and perhaps tCSt and show altenlatives con
cerning production forecasts. 

In a short reply Professor Jones said that the point was 
very valid but that be was still of the opinion that one should 
staft small It was very difficult, he had found, to convince 
people. Therefore, it was essential first to prove that the 
systom worked before contiuuiug into more elaborate systems. 
He thought that too often the 'fancy things' are tried too 
soon and said that one must be practical and convince the 
llsers that the computcc can help Ihem. 

Mr Cutland introduced his paper by eltplaining tha t the 
work outlined was concerned with looking at various alter
natives for the infegration of their present high-grade leach 
plant at Chingola witll the new very large leach plant which 



was now being built. He welU on to set the general scene by 
outlining the overall metallurgica1 plants a l Chingola division 
of NCCM. 

The ore tllat is mined at Chingola comes essentially from 
several different orebodies, both from underground and open 
pit. When the tailings leach plant is oporational there will be 
essentially two concentrates produced, a high-grade concen
trate for smeJting at Rokana division, and a low-grade 
concentrate for leaching at Chingola. The tailings from the 
concentrator will all pass through the tailings leach plant, 
together with tailings reclaimed from old tailings dams and 
from treating Jeach residues and solutio ns from the present 
leach plant. 

Mr CUtland wellt Oil to show a li ttle lUore detail of the 
pro<-'CSSCS wilhin the two plants. Tn the existing leach plant 
the solids now through the leach agitators, thickeners, primary 
and secondary filters to the leach residue. A subsidiary solids 
flow is gCllcrated in precipitation and passes to leach residue 
as purification residue cake. The main solution flow is a closed 
loop thrOllgh the leaching section, thickenm-s, tank house and 
back to the leaching section with bleeds from this circuit to 
precipitation and purificatoin, plus entrainment in the filter 
cakes. Some copper exists in every solution and solid Bow, 
but the main 000 follows the maio solution flow. Tn the 
tailings leach plant, the solids flow is through the leach 
agita tors and the CCD thickc1lCl'S. 

It CQuld be seen from this that the various loops of 
circulating material and solutions made the formulation of a 
model, in linear programming terms, simple. Tt proved 
necessary to incorporate a few small 'nddles' to ensure that 
the two fl ows, resulting from a split stream, had the same 
tenor, but apart from this there were no serious problems in 
the fonnulation. 

The purposes for which the models were developed and the 
use that was made of them were, the author felt, adequately 
covered io the paper. He enlarged upon o ne aspect of the 
fonnulation, namely, the use or sepamble prognlmming to 
handle product terms to derive the 10S!! of copper in solution 
in the countcr-current decantation thickeners. 

What they were attempting to do was to try to establish the 
entrained copper in solution going up io the final residue. 
The copper that is lost in the solution entrained in the final 
residue comes from two sources, the raffinat e wash solution, 
which has 11 very low copper tenor, and then from the 
discharge from the secondary leach discharge, which has a 
considerably higher copper grade. 

The percentage or copper in each or these streams (hat goes 
to the final residue was derived analytically, and gave various 
curves. Each of these sets o f curves was then approximated 
by a straight line of likely operating conditions. 
Wh~n these were incorporated into the model, certain 

equations resulted which showed that there is one product of 
variables which musi be rormed in each case. The author 
mentioned that this mUltiplication was done by the Beal, Coen 
and Flowerdew method of using a separable srid to for111 the 
squares of the sum and the difference of the variables, these 
two SqUAres being then differellced. 

It was not considcred necessary to go to lengths of such 
complexity in bandling the other splits o f solution into two 
streams. As mentioned in the paper, an iterative method of 
writing to a file, first of a ll predicting what the tenor would be, 
applying trus tenor to the stream with the smallest volume. 
obtaining El solution, finding out what it actually was and 
revising the expected tenors, was worked very satisfactorily. 
This normally required no more than (wo, occaSionally three, 
iterations in order to converge the solution. 

In conclusion, Mr Cutland meniioned that although the 
models were developed to provide answer!! to one major 
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problem they have since been developed to evaluate alternative 
nows betwccJl the two plant.<;. 1bey are currently being used 
to study the steady-state operating conditions under a much 
wider range of feed parameters as a preliminary to the 
development of transient models to establish the requirements 
of control systems for the plant. 

Mr B. L. Joffe referred to the 'trick' employed to handle 
some of t'he non-linearities, that is, the teChnique of iterating 
through the linear program, and uked whether this was, in 
general, a reasonable alternative to separable programming. 

Mr Cutland replied tha t he felt that with separdble pm
gmmmiog the program could get too big. One wouJd have to 
generate separate grids for each o f (he product tenns. In this 
particutar model this could have resul ted in a much greater 
degn~c of complexity. He thought that there was no general 
rule which could be applied; differeut approaches are used 
at different times, so that there is 110 clear-cut answer to this 
question. It dcpended to a large extent on what sort of time 
one has available in which to solve the problenl. 

Mr M. Splaine made the point or the excellent working 
relationship which existed with the computer centre people, 
and which demowtratcd how to get resulls quickly. There was 
a great degree of urgency in this work and it was done under 
great pressure. Tumaround time on the computer was 
excellent, a point which Mr Splaine tbought was not usually 
touched upon in technical papers. 

Mr Spinks, in presenting his paper, said that it set out 
the current attempt at ore reserve ca lculations and ore reserve 
accounting for a particular orebody mined by NCCM. 
Mr Spinks described the nature of this stratified orebody and 
the particular problems which the orebody presents to mining 
because of its .geological formation. As a re~ult of this a 
caving: method of mining is used in a herring bone pattern of 
drifls. It is a very awkward system as ODO temJed to get a lot 
of dilution in pulling the ore oul of the finger raises from 
sandstone above. The main problem is concerned with 
attempting to pull out all the ore very carefully so that this 
dilu tion does not occur. 

One of the many difficulties faced was that none of the data 
was available in machine-readable form. There was a large 
mass of data in many different formats from many different 
sources, and it was decided to design fL borehole master file 
system as it was necessary to know where all the finger raises 
were and what their apparent draw area was. From these 
results an average figure was calculated for each area from the 
ends of each drift. Geological data were also necessary ror 
the master file. There was a problem of interpolation between 
boreholc values and data in finger raises. The boreho!e master 
file contains bas ic informalion relating to location, co
ordinates, dates of drilling, orientation, as welL as sllrvey data 
ror long surface holes, distance dowu the holes and orientation 
from that point, and finally the details of the normal core 
log Rnd strata. 

The master file also gives the heights of foot wall, top of 
transition and hanging wall, and by contouring these via the 
GPCP pnckage and interpolating from all the grids this 
produces onc can get values for eacb finger mise, so that for 
each slice the tonnage and grade for each fi nger raise can be 
cakulated. 

The amount of transcrip tion involved iD this work is 
enormous. However, this system has proved to be of great 
value to the geologists, if only to get a ll the information on 
to a standard layout with areas pin-pointed and then corrected. 
This benefit has been derived, the author felt, regardless of 
whotller or not all of this data is used as illput to the computer. 
They hnve been able to reduce the data to some meaningful, 
usable (orm. 



Mr Spinks concluded by stating that this paper showed the 
somewhat practical aspects of work on an operating mine 
and that onc could not be too 'fancy' in the theories which 
are used. What was perhaps significant, he thought was that 
this system at least does work. 

Mr W. R. Anderton was particularly interested in the 
borehole master file for storage and extraction of geological 
and allied data and wanted to know what methods wcre 
followed in arriving at the management decision to go ahead 
with the system as outlined. Were the cost benefit exercises 
carried out in advance to justify the complete project, and, 
if so, what criteria were taken into account? He also wanted to 
know what was the estimated proportionate cost of design and 
development of the borehole master file system in relation to 
the whole project. Finally he asked whether any further 
benefits from the borehole master file had been investigated 
qualitatively with regard to, for example, purely geological 
applications sueh as automated drafting, contouring and 
general analysis, and, if not, what procedure was followed in 
arriving at the decision to create a borehole master file. 
Mr Anderton particularly wanted to know the answers to 
these questions because of a particular problem in his environ
ment of convincing management of the value of creating a 
file of this type. 

Mr Spinks replied that such an exercise had not been donc. 
The problem was simply that they could not handle the 
amount of information which they had covering several 
thousand boreholes gathered over many years. The data were 
simply not readily available for any use whatsoever. He felt 
that the cost was minimal when compared with, for example, 
diamond drilling costs. In a sense it was a cry for help, and it 
was important to have an improvement in the availability of 
data. He felt that one cannot really cost the improvement in 
the availability of data. Mr Spinks felt that having a borehole 
master file results in an increased consistency of data, and 
having data that are less ambiguous. It was thus worth the 
cost, he felt, irrespective of subsequent use made of it. 

Mr Anderton then asked whether the existence of a master 
file of this type resulted in an increased consistency of 
geological data, and whether it tended to make the data less 
ambiguous and much more available, and, further, whether 
the benefits, per se, were worth the cost of developing such a 
file, irrespective of whether or not it was used for ore reserve 
calculations, or production scheduling or any other application 
on the mining side. In other words, were the benefits for the 
geological operations worth the cost of its development? 

Mr Spinks said that the answer was definitely yes. The 
geologists at Chingola thought that it is highly valuable to be 
able to obtain more data in a uniform manner. As far as the 
geologists themselves were concerned the collection of more 
data did not represent any extra work for them. 

Professor A. G. Journel said that he was very interested by 
the sequence of programs proposed to build up an automatic 
and dynamic ore reserve assessment but criticized the 
proposed method of calculating ore grade-a criticism which, 
he said, could apply partly to several papers presented at the 
sessioll. 

The author, he said, would, on the basis of geology define 
certain slices, the grade of which is interpolated by inverse 
square weighting of the nearby boreholes. He had also pointed 
out the overshadowing effect of nearby borehoJes on further 
ones. Professor Journel said that the inverse square method 
provided the same weights whatever the underlying structures 
could be, shale ore or arcose ore. The overshadowing 
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effect, which is called "screen effect" by geostaticians, has been 
completely formalized, hence it could have been taken into 
account by using optimal methods like kriging. 

Mr Spinks replied that in his opinion geostatistics was by 
and large an unknown art on the Copperbelt, mainly because 
of the unavailability of data. Prom the master file devcioped 
it is possible to extract data and then take a look at new 
methods, but for his own part he would rather fall back on 
known methods than unknown ones on an operating system. 
He felt that this was far safer. 

Mr K. H. Thompson pointed out that geostatistics were 
being used in the RCM group. He added that the paper and a 
previous one on open pit design by B. Phillips mentioned the 
use of a pencil follower to input information, He strongly 
recommended the use of this device. He agreed with the use 
of computers to calculate ore reserves, but he did not agree 
with the use of draw-point sampliug to find cut-oITs and 
reserves drawn. 

Mr Thompson said that he had performed experiments, 
after getting ridiculous results, where trained samplers each 
took 25 full-face samples from a draw point. The arithmetic 
mean of each set of 25 samples varied from I ,6 per cent to 
0,6 per cent copper. This showed clearly, he thought, that 
draw-point sampling with trained operators could give com
pletely inaccurate results; false data were therefore being used 
as a base to produce ore reserves. Mr Thompson also felt 
that there was a lot of use in producing ore reserves this way, 
but not for estimates of drills for re-evaluating the amount 
of reserves left. 

Mr Spinks replied that it was a problem of alternatives. 
They were attempting to give a basis upon which to decide 
which finger raises to draw from. One could well produce 
rubbish, but could nevertheless give something of a forecast 
on tlle average core one would be pulling. 

Mr Thompson then commented further that the value of 
the grade produced from sampling at the ore point may not 
bear any relationship to the grade adually being pulled from 
the draw point at the same time. To this Mr Spinks replied 
that the results were obviously influenced by samplers and 
assaying, and were not necessaIily representative of the mass 
as a whole. He accepted that this was a very real problem, 
and perhaps would be, until there was some meaningful 
system that could investigate the whole of a mass of ore in 
front of it and tell one how much copper there was in it. This 
was perhaps a little futuristic though. 

In his closing remarks, the session Chairman noted that it 
had been shown how the various techniques described were 
actually being used in underground copper mining, in stope 
mining, in metallurgy, etc., and felt that the demands on 
engineers in the future were going to be much greater than 
at present. He felt that, whether they were involved directly 
or not, they would have to make more effective use of the 
available programs and techniques. 

Professor Frush also considered that the people on the 
mines had a great contribution to make in the analysis and 
designs of tllese new systems. He noted. too, the point made 
in discussions that data capturing was very important, and 
felt that more emphasis would have to be placed on data 
acquisition methods. 

In his opinion the session had indicated that computer 
hardware/software had become a vital part of the mining 
industry. 
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